
 

      Darlinghurst School Connected Curriculum Overview                        
Term    Summer 1  Year  Five 

 

Starting point End product 

Looking at pictures of plants and engaging 

pupils in questions surrounding live cycles 

and habitats.  

Children will create a campaign to save the 

bees threading learning from across the 

curriculum.  

 

Homework 

& independent 

learning 

 Maths homework will focus on all four operations and 

reasoning questions 

 Topic will focus on living things and their habitats 

 Spellings will focus on topic vocabulary and year five spelling 

rules  

Maths   Number operations of numbers with up to two decimal 

place values 

 Multi-step word problems 

 Developing reasoning skills 

Writing  This time we will be writing; non-chronological reports on 

poisonous plant, a fact file on bees, write a persuasive text to 

save the bees and finally a set of instructions to design a bee 

hotel 

Reading This term we will be reading a variety of non-fiction and fiction texts. 

Pupils will be:  

 Comparing contrasting texts  

 Embedding reading strategies: such as summarising, 

clarifying and predicting  

Speaking and 

Listening 

 A debate  

 To create videos for a campaign to save the bees 

Science This term we will be learning:  

 To classify plants 

 The life cycle reproduction  

 Seed dispersal  

 Food chains  

 Compare different life cycles  

Computing  

 

 Create your own adventure  

MFL  

 

 Introducing yourself 

RE 

 

 The journey of life and death  

 Identify key events in people’s lives 

 Learn how key events are celebrated in different religions  

 Reflect on their own experiences of celebrating key events in 

their live 

PHSE & British Values 

 

 Respect and tolerance 

Core skill  This unit will focus on thinking skills and reasoning activities.  

Design and 

technology 

 Nature all around Us 

 Andy Goldsworthy natural sculptures 

Art & Sketchbooks  Observational drawing of plants and flowers 



  Sketching / watercolours in our environment 

 Trip to Chalkwell Park with Metal  Digital Art in the park 

Music 

 

Musical Focus: Composition 

Exploring movie music from 1920’s to present day 

Learn techniques for creating soundtracks and film scores 

Compose own movie music 

PE 

 

 Athletics 

● Javelin (Size 400) throwing techniques / correct foot placement 

● Shot put 

● Long jump 

● Sprint / sprint relay in race format (perfecting changeovers) 

● 600m / 800m / 1000m distance running to a set pace 

● Sprint hurdling 

Outdoor learning  Plant classification / Life cycle of plants 

 Working the allotment  

 How has pollination helped with the plants that are growing 

at the allotment  

Trips and Visits   Westcliff High School for Boys will be visiting each class to 

complete a chemistry workshop making science come to 

life.  

 

 


